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Project Overview
150 - 200 word intro .....

The hospital consists of two distinct
buildings, now called Trinity and
Shaftsbury, that provide a range of adult

Springfield University Hospital is based on

inpatient wards for Forensic (medium & low

the concept of evidence-based architecture

secure), Adult Acute, Adult Deaf and Adult

to provide therapeutic surroundings for

Eating Disorders services. The site also

patients and well-being for staff and

provides adult and children’s outpatient

visitors.

services, Recovery College, teaching

Location: South London, near
Wandsworth Common
Scope: New build,
Brief: mental health inpatient &
outpatient teaching hospital,
Floor area (GIA): 34,300 m2 including
carparks

facilities and support services.

Sustainability: BREEAM Excellent

estate regeneration; C.F. Møller Architects

The hospital buildings incorporate retail

has advised the NHS Trust in the planning

Completion date: November 2022

shops and several floors of car parks

and phasing of the surrounding residential

that will serve both the hospital and the

development and urban design around the

emerging residential plots that are being

hospital, including the conversion of the

developed around the hospital.

The hospital is at the centre of a 33 hectare

former golf course into a new public park.

1 Trinity Building, Main Entrance © C.F. Møller

Project Team:
Architect: C.F. Møller
Structural Engineer: Walsh
M&E Engineer: Arup
QS: Gardiner & Theobald
PM: Appleyard & Trew
Contractor SRM
Health Planner: n.a.
Digital: n.a.
Landscape:: C.F. Møller with
Farrer Huxley

Client Intelligence
At this point in time, C.F. Møller architects have
logged over 600 events with service users,
clinicians, staff and carers in a wide variety of
forums—each provided insights into the issues
that surround mental healthcare. We gained
an appreciation for the very difficult situations
of carers, who out of necessity give over
their loved ones to the care of an institution.
We recognise the constant challenges
and pressures faced by staff within these
environments. Our designs were subject to
feedback from peer reviews, Q & A sessions,
open day presentations, discussion groups,
facilitated workshops, Virtual Reality sessions
and digital walk-through animations.

Producing a Brief
Over several years of engagement, a set of
primary design goals repeatedly resurfaced in
our consultations; these formed our guiding
principles for mental health design work:
• Creating a varied environment on the ward
that avoids monotony; different decor for
areas where service users live (bedrooms),
work (therapy, consultation) and relax
(lounge, dining and gardens)
• Free access to gardens and outdoor space
for both informal and detained patients
• As large and varied external garden spaces
as possible
• Good sound insulation and acoustic
dampening of airborne sound
• Good sightlines and visibility for both staff
and service users
• Ample daylight and views of the sky
• Plentiful fresh air and natural ventilation
• External views from bedrooms
• ‘Avoidability’ - providing a choice of routes to
get from A to B
• Robust and easily maintained
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• Reducing boredom by providing
opportunities to engage in beneficial
activities
• Safe and secure
• Flexible
• Places where service users, staff and
carers feel valued

Integrating Art

Enabling Good Design

raised, commissioned and curated 20 major

Through successive design stages, we have

artworks to transform how hospital wards are

had the benefit of extensive discussions on

experienced by patients, service users and

each of the above points with the Trust as

staff.

well as within our studio. Along the way we

We are .thrilled to support the artists who are

have incorporated the proscriptive guidance

currently creating works in both public areas

for NHS mental health facilities, with a view

and inpatient wards. We believe in the power

to achieving compliance without losing our

of artworks to support mental well-being,

commitment to creating environments where

whilst creating de-stigmatised, interesting

service users and staff feel ‘comfortable,

and welcoming environments that support

valued and safe’.

recovery.

C.F. Møller are proud to have proposed
and advocated for bringing the arts charity
Hospital Rooms into the project team.
As part of the development of the new mental
health facilities, Hospital Rooms have fund-

“

We are really proud to see
Springfield Village coming
to life; The partnerships
between our Trust and our
development
and construction partners
continue to strengthen to
really build a community
offer that everyone can be
involved in.
[Ian Garlington, Integrated
Programme Director]
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Client / Patient Perspectives
It is difficult to summarise the feedback we
received within the brief scope of this casestudy; and how can we articulate the aversion
we registered from service-users to the
architectural qualities found in the majority of
existing wards: the cold fluorescent lighting,
smooth hard finishes that reflect sound,
reinforced doors with heavy ironmongery,
uncomfortable furniture, and toilet/bathing
facilities similar to custodial environments? All
these things reinforce the feeling that these
institutions are anything but homely. They
signal that risk and danger are ever-present.
In our study of incidents on mental health
wards we found another very important fact:
that most service-users are not involved in
incidents, do not barricade themselves or
engage in self-harm. We understand the
necessity for robust and safe design but are

determined to take as many steps as possible

awareness of the passing seasons and daily

to improve these noisy, stuffy, reverberant,

changes in weather and natural light can aid

impersonal environments so that they can

in the regulation of sleeping patterns and

provide a therapeutic respite, especially at

help establish a connection between service

times of acute mental stress.

users and the surrounding environment.

A mental health patient deserves the same

Service users should be able to occupy the

benefits from their environment as anyone

zone between inside / outside through the

else, and perhaps even more so, as a patient

provision of glazed viewing areas, corner

under section has no choice of leaving. We

lookouts, window seats and large skylights.

found that putting oneself in the role of a
service user is a first step towards creating a

From discussions with service users boredom

more humane architecture.

is a constant companion during a ward stay.
The intention is to provide opportunities

The proximity to gardens and nature is

throughout the ward for service users to

essential in creating calming and therapeutic

engage in individual or shared activities that

environments in mental health facilities.

will be beneficial to their recovery and create

Views and direct access to outdoor space

a therapeutic, lower-stress environment for

contributes greatly to well-being. Providing

service users and staff.

28

unique gardens within the
mental health facilities, all
with level access and a
variety of planting

132

inpatient bedrooms with
en-suite facilities

Construction cost: £102m
Overall cost: no information
Procurement Route: Construction
Development Agreement, bespoke
contract
Sustainability: BREEAM Excellent
Completion date: November, 2022
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Springfield University Hospital
South West London & St George’s
Mental Health NHS Trust
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“

Our new buildings
are taking shape and
innovation happening
across the Trust, There
is so much happening to
give us hope for a mentally
healthier future here in
South London.
[Vanessa Ford,
Chief Executive]
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2 -Working Age Adult Ward, Day Lounge © C.F. Møller
3 - Shaftsbury Secure Unit and listed Springfield Church © C.F. Møller
4 - Service User Bedroom © C.F. Møller
5 - Ward Garden (site progress photo) © C.F. Møller
6 - Trinity Building, Elevation showing bedroom bay windows © C.F. Møller

